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Average Sequential Water Molecule Binding Enthalpies of M(H2O)19-1242+ (M ) Co, Fe,
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The average sequential water molecule binding enthalpies to large water clusters (between 19 and 124 water
molecules) containing divalent ions were obtained by measuring the average number of water molecules lost
upon absorption of an UV photon (193 or 248 nm) and using a statistical model to account for the energy
released into translations, rotations, and vibrations of the products. These values agree well with the trend
established by more conventional methods for obtaining sequential binding enthalpies to much smaller hydrated
divalent ions. The average binding enthalpies decrease to a value of ∼10.4 kcal/mol for n > ∼40 and are
insensitive to the ion identity at large cluster size. This value is close to that of the bulk heat of vaporization
of water (10.6 kcal/mol) and indicates that the structure of water in these clusters may more closely resemble
that of bulk liquid water than ice, owing either to a freezing point depression or rapid evaporative cooling
and kinetic trapping of the initial liquid droplet. A discrete implementation of the Thomson equation using
parameters for liquid water at 0 °C generally fits the trend in these data but provides values that are ∼0.5
kcal/mol too low.
Introduction
Interactions between ions and solvent molecules affect the
stability, reactivity, and dynamics of ionic species in solution,
particularly for reactions involving charge transfer or ion
association, and these interactions play important roles in cellular
function, protein crystallization, catalysis, radiolysis, and energy
storage.1,2 One approach to obtain information about ionsolvent interactions is to probe ions in a microsolvated environment, where the size and content of an individual cluster can
be carefully controlled.3-5 Information about how the physical
properties of an ion in isolation evolve upon stepwise addition
of solvent can be obtained and used to infer properties in bulk
solution. Cluster measurements can be particularly important
in cases where the lifetime of a charged particle, such as an
electron in water,6-14 is short, making condensed-phase measurements more difficult. Structural information can be obtained
from spectroscopy15-19 or can be inferred from trends in solvent
binding energies measured as a function of cluster size.20-36
Methods such as electrospray ionization37 make it possible to
experimentally investigate clusters with divalent27,35 and even
trivalent38 ions, and new information about the structures and
ion coordination numbers of these clusters containing multivalent ions is emerging.15-17
Several techniques have been used to measure sequential
water molecule binding energies of hydrated divalent ions with
up to 14 water molecules, including high-pressure ion source
mass spectrometry (HPMS),27,35,36 threshold collision-induced
dissociation measurements (TCID),31-34 and blackbody infrared
radiative dissociation (BIRD).28-30 These experiments show that
the sequential binding enthalpies of a water molecule to a
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divalent ion depend on the ion identity and cluster size. The
effects of metal ion identity are significant for smaller clusters
that have relatively strong metal-ligand interactions but
decrease rapidly with increasing cluster size as a result of
increased ion solvation. For divalent Mg, Ca, Sr, and Ba, the
thirteenth water molecule binding enthalpies range from 11.6
to 13.0 kcal/mol.27
Data for the sequential water binding energies to much larger
cluster sizes are more limited, owing to the difficulty of applying
many conventional thermochemical methods to large ions.
Values for the sequential water molecule binding energies to
H+(H2O)n (for n up to 28) were obtained from metastable decay
measurements and ranged from 9 to 11 kcal/mol for n from 6
to 28.25 These values are ∼3.9 kcal/mol higher than those from
collision-induced dissociation measurements, illustrating the
difficulty of obtaining accurate data for large clusters.26
Another method to estimate ligand binding energies is to
measure the number of ligands lost when an ionic cluster absorbs
a photon of known energy.39-41 Each molecule that is lost from
the cluster after it absorbs a photon will remove energy
corresponding to the binding energy and energy that is
partitioned into translational, rotational, and vibrational energy
of the products. Thus, the average energy removed per lost
monomer, obtained by dividing the energy of the absorbed
photon by the average monomer units lost, is an upper limit to
the average sequential monomer binding energies of the lost
monomers. Lineberger and co-workers measured the average
number of CO2 molecules lost when (CO2)n+ and (CO2)n- absorb
radiation at different wavelengths26,27 and found that the average
energy removed by each molecule was ∼0.22 eV. A similar
method was used to estimate the binding energy of water to
(H2O)18- and (H2O)34- (∼0.43 eV)42 and hydrated cationized
aniline, An+(H2O)n, for n up to 20.43 For An+(H2O)n, the average
energy removed per water molecule lost decreased from ∼17.8
kcal/mol for n ) 5 to a nearly constant value of ∼9.7 kcal/mol
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for n ) 10-20.43 Because these later values are close to the
binding energy of water to large ionic water clusters44 and the
bulk heat of vaporization (10.6 kcal/mol),45 these data indicate
that the energy of the absorbed photon is fully converted into
internal energy of the precursor cluster. This is in contrast to
recent UV photodissociation results for hydrated protonated
proflavine, PH+(H2O)n,46 which indicate that full internal
conversion, ion fluorescence, and formation of a long-lived
triplet state can all occur when these clusters absorb a 248 nm
photon.
Photodissociation experiments at 1064 nm have also been
used to obtain the internal energy content of (H2O)48- and
(H2O)118- and cluster heat capacities as a function of the initial
ion temperatures.42 The onset of sharp increases in the cluster
heat capacities with increasing cluster temperature at 93 and
118 K, for (H2O)48- and (H2O)118-, respectively, were attributed
to the onset of cluster melting.42 These results are consistent
with the phenomenon of melting point depression, where
particles melt at lower temperatures than the corresponding bulk
material as the size of the particles decreases.
Cluster thermodynamics for sequential water molecule binding to large hydrated ions, which directly affect the lifetimes
and stability of droplets, are important to modeling ion-induced
nucleation,47 obtaining cluster heat capacities from metastable
decay measurements,48 and ion nanocalorimetry.13,14,46,49-58 The
latter method, in which recombination energies (REs) of
extensively hydrated ions are obtained from the number of water
molecules lost upon electron capture, has been used to obtain
values for the absolute potential of the standard hydrogen
electrode (SHE) and absolute proton hydration energy.49-51 In
these experiments, a large number of water molecules can be
lost from the reduced precursor. For example, electron capture
by Eu3+(H2O)103 results in reduction of Eu3+ and the loss of
15-19 water molecules.49 The vast majority of the RE goes
into breaking the binding interaction of the water molecules to
the reduced precursor, which can be calculated using a discrete44
implementation of the Thomson liquid drop model (TLDM).44,59
Because of the large number of water molecules lost in these
experiments, any systematic error in the calculated binding
energy values is amplified by the number of water molecules
lost. An alternative approach to obtain ion-electron REs is to
measure the average number of water molecules lost upon
deposition of a known amount of energy, such as upon the
absorption of an UV photon, as a function of the energy
deposited. By comparing the number of water molecules lost
upon electron capture to absorption of different photon energies,
the adiabatic REs of extensively hydrated ions can be experimentally determined. By combining these laser calibration
experiments with our previous RE extrapolation method,49 the
absolute potential of the SHE and the absolute proton hydration
energy could be obtained entirely from these experimental data.
Here, we report results from UV photodissociation of
M2+(H2O)n (M ) Co, Fe, Cu, Mn, and CeNO3; n e 124), from
which the average sequential water molecule binding enthalpies
of extensively hydrated clusters can be obtained. These values
indicate that the structure of water in these nanodrops may be
more similar to that of bulk liquid water than ice and that values
calculated from the TLDM are slightly too low for clusters in
this size range.

source38 and a temperature-controlled ion cell.30 Hydrated
transition-metal ions were generated by nanoelectrospray ionization from aqueous solutions of ∼1 mM metal(II) salts. A positive
potential of ∼500 V was applied to a platinum wire in direct
contact with the aqueous solutions contained in a borosilicate
capillary (tip diameter of 1-2 µm) relative to the capillary
entrance to the mass spectrometer. Ions were transferred through
five stages of differential pumping and accumulated in the ion
cell for 3 s, during which time dry N2(g) was pulsed into the
vacuum chamber surrounding the ion cell to a pressure of ∼10-6
Torr to enhance trapping and thermalization of the ions. A
mechanical shutter was closed after ion accumulation to prevent
additional ions from entering the cell. A delay of 4 s after
accumulation ensures that the pressure of the vacuum chamber
surrounding the ion cell returns to <∼10-8 Torr and that the
ions have steady-state internal energy distributions. A copper
jacket surrounding the ion cell was equilibrated to a temperature
of 133 K for at least 8 h prior to data acquisition.
For UV photodissociation experiments, an ensemble of three
neighboring cluster ions (n > 90), or individual ions (n < 90),
were isolated using SWIFT techniques. The ensemble method
makes it possible to acquire data for large clusters with improved
S/N.60 After a delay of 50 ms, a mechanical shutter controlled
by a rotary solenoid (Ledex, OH, U.S.A., part number: 81028-330) was opened, and UV light (193.3 ( 0.5 or 248.4 (
0.2 nm, corresponding to 6.41 ( 0.02 or 4.991 ( 0.004 eV,
respectively; ∼8 W) from an excimer laser (EX100, GAM Laser
Co., Florida, U.S.A.) was focused through a 1 m focal length
CaF2 lens (∼1.25 m from the ion cell center) and entered the
vacuum chamber through a CaF2 window. After the ions were
irradiated for 0.5-5 s, the mechanical shutter was closed to
prevent laser light from entering the ion cell during detection.
The front and back trapping plates of the cylindrical ion cell
had radially centered 1.5 in. diameter holes that were slightly
modified from the original design30 such that Cu wire did not
span the holes in the trap plates. This ensured that the laser
light could pass directly through the ion cell without forming
laser ablation products. After a delay of 50 ms, precursor and
product ions were detected simultaneously.
Blackbody infrared radiative dissociation kinetics were
obtained for M2+(H2O)n (M ) Co and Cu), for n from 15 to
65, by storing these ions for up to 8 s in the ion cell at 133 K
prior to detection. The precursor dissociation was measured for
a minimum of four delay times (t). BIRD rate constants, kBIRD,
were obtained from linear regression best fits of ln([In]t/[In]0)
versus time, where [In]t is the abundance of M2+(H2O)n at the
storage time, t, and [In]0 is the sum of the abundances for
M2+(H2O)n and all BIRD products at time t. These kinetic data
are first-order for all clusters investigated.
Calculations. The amount of energy deposition required to
“boil” off the observed number of water molecules lost in a
rapid heating process (such as for UV photodissociation or
electron capture dissociation) can be obtained from the average
number of water molecules, the sum of the sequential binding
energies of the water molecules lost, and the energy that
partitions into rotations, translations, and vibrations (ERTV) of
the products for each sequential water molecule that is lost.50,52
In cases where the internal energy deposition is unknown, such
as electron capture dissociation experiments,13,14,49-58 values for
the sequential water molecule binding energies are required to
determine the amount of internal energy deposited. Because
sequential water molecule threshold binding energies to large
hydrated divalent metal ion clusters (for n > 14) have not been
previously measured, these values were obtained from a discrete

Methods
Experimental Section. Experiments were performed on a
2.75 T Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer equipped with an external nanoelectrospray ionization
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implementation of the TLDM.44 When the energy deposited is
known, such as in these photodissociation experiments, values
for the sequential water molecule binding energies that do not
depend on the TLDM, can be accurately determined. ERTV values
were obtained by calculating the effective temperature and
internal energy of the clusters for each water molecule lost,
assuming that all of the energy was instantaneously deposited
and full energy randomization occurred prior to water evaporation.
Consider the sequential evaporation of x water molecules from
a cluster that starts with n0 water molecules
i)1

M2+(H2O)n0 f M2+(H2O)n0-1 +
i+1

H2O f · · · M2+(H2O)n0-x + x(H2O)
For instantaneous conversion of electronic-to-vibrational energy,
the energy ED required for this process can be obtained from
the following system of equations

U0(T*0) ) UP(133K) + ED
Ui(T*i) ) Ui-1(T*i-1) - En,n-1 -

(1)

( 25 )kT*

i-1

(2)

where UP(133 K) is the average internal energy of the initial
precursor ion-thermalized to a temperature of 133 K. Ui is the
average internal energy of the ith cluster, where i is the number
of water molecules lost to form this cluster. En,n-1 is the binding
energy of the water molecule lost from each cluster, which is
obtained from the discrete implementation of the TLDM when
the value of ED is unknown. The energy partitioned into
translational and rotational modes of the products for each water
molecule lost is given by (5/2)kT*i-1, obtained from the Klots’s
water cluster evaporation model,61 where T*i-1 is the effective
temperature of the (i-1) cluster and k is the Boltzmann constant.
Under these conditions, energy that partitions into the vibrational
modes of the water molecules that are lost should be negligible.
Average internal energies were obtained from harmonic frequencies calculated for a B3LYP/LACVP**++ energyminimized structure of Ca(H2O)142+ and scaled by the vibrational
degrees-of-freedom of the cluster of interest.50,52 ED is given
by

ED )

∑ En,n-1 + ( 25 )k ∑ T*i-1

(3)

where ∑ En,n-1 is the sum of the threshold dissociation energy
values for each lost water molecule and (5/2)k ∑ T*i-1 is the
sum of the energy partitioned into the products for each
sequential water molecule lost. The system of equations
represented by eqs 1-3 has the same number of equations as
unknowns (T* values and ED) and can be readily solved to obtain
values for T* and ED.
If the photon energy is completely converted into internal
energy of the ion, that is, fluorescence and/or formation of longlived electronic excited states46 do not occur, then the average
number of water molecules lost can be used to calculate an
average threshold binding energy value for all of the water
molecules lost (〈En,n-1〉). To calculate 〈En,n-1〉, En,n-1 values
(previously calculated with the discrete implementation of the
TLDM)44 are substituted with the unknown 〈En,n-1〉 value in

Figure 1. (a) Electrospray ionization mass spectrum of a ∼1 mM
aqueous solution of CoSO4 showing distributions of Co(H2O)n2+ and
Co2SO4(H2O)m2+, (b) blackbody infrared radiative dissociation (BIRD)
mass spectrum of isolated Co(H2O)103-1052+ at 50 ms, (c) BIRD at 1 s,
and (d) 1s 193 nm photodissociation mass spectrum, which is the same
as (c) except with 193 nm light entering the ion cell. Inset is a
20× vertical expansion of m/z ) 812-851. Asterisks indicate
Co2SO4(H2O)m2+ clusters.

eqs 1-3, and ED is substituted with the known photon energy
(hν ) 6.42 or 4.99 eV), resulting in a system of equations that
can be solved to obtain 〈En,n-1〉, the average threshold binding
energy for the clusters from n0 to n0 - x, the average size of
which is n0 - x/2. The average sequential water molecule
binding enthalpy for each water molecule lost 〈∆Hn,n-1〉, is
obtained from

∆Hn,n-1 ) En,n-1 + kT

(4)

where the vibrational energy lost upon water loss is approximated as being equal to the gained translational, rotational,
and vibrational energy of the products (kT ) 0.6 kcal/mol at
298 K). For large clusters (n > 90) where three precursor ions
are isolated, a weighted average is used in place of the individual
precursor size in the above analysis.60
Results and Discussion
Ultraviolet Photodissociation of Hydrated TransitionMetal Ions. Broad distributions of Co2+(H2O)n (n ) 72-139
shown in Figure 1a) and other hydrated divalent ions can be
formed by nanoelectrospray ionization and trapped in a cell that
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is surrounded by a copper jacket at 133 K. A minor distribution
of Co2SO4(H2O)m2+ is also observed (m ) ∼80-122; Figure
1a). BIRD spectra (133 K) of an isolated ensemble of neighboring clusters, Co2+(H2O)103-105 at 50 ms and 1 s, are shown in
Figure 1b and c, respectively. At 50 ms, some Co2+(H2O)102 is
formed (12.3% relative abundance). At 1 s, the ion distribution
shifts to smaller cluster sizes from an average of 103.768 (
0.005 to 102.737 ( 0.004 water molecules. A photodissociation
spectrum of this same isolated Co2+(H2O)103-105 ensemble with
1 s of 193.3 ( 0.5 nm irradiation is shown in Figure 1d. In
addition to the distribution resulting from 1 s of BIRD, a
relatively narrow distribution of product ions, Co2+(H2O)88-90,
formed by absorption of a single 193 nm photon is observed.
The average number of water molecules lost from the precursor
distribution by absorption of the 193 nm photon, 〈x〉, is given
by the difference in the average precursor cluster size (〈n〉f),
102.737 ( 0.004, and the average product ion distribution (〈p〉f),
88.94 ( 0.06, or 13.80 ( 0.06 water molecules. The average
precursor cluster size for the entire irradiation time (〈n〉) is
obtained from the average of the isolated distribution (〈n〉iso),
and the distribution after irradiation is complete (〈n〉f), that is,
〈n〉 ) (103.768 + 102.737)/2 ) 103.253 ( 0.007.
The energy removed by each water molecule that is lost is
given by hν/〈x〉 ) 6.41 eV/13.80 ) 0.46 eV. This value is an
upper limit to the average En,n-1 of each water molecule lost
and is slightly higher than the water molecule binding energy
that is calculated using a discrete implementation of the TLDM
(∼0.4 eV).44 The average energy removed per water molecule
should be higher than En,n-1 because some ERTV partitions into
the products. Because the energy removed per water molecule
lost is only slightly higher than the calculated En,n-1 value, we
conclude that the energy of the absorbed 193 nm photon is fully
converted into internal energy of the precursor ions, that is,
fluorescence and/or formation of long-lived electronic excited
states does not occur. These results also indicate that loss of
water clusters, which is entropically unfavorable, does not occur
to any significant extent.
Photodissociation mass spectra (193 nm) of M2+(H2O)103-105,
M ) Co, Fe, and Cu, with 1 s of irradiation, are shown in Figure
2a-c, respectively. Photodissociation of Fe2+(H2O)103-105 results
in the formation of Fe2+(H2O)88-91 (Figure 2b), which corresponds to the loss of an average of 13.49 ( 0.08 water molecules
from the precursor ions as a result of the absorption of a 193
nm photon and is close to that obtained for Co, 〈x〉 ) 13.80 (
0.06. The photodissociation efficiencies of Fe and Co are both
very low (3.2 and 2.4% photofragment yield, respectively)
compared to Cu2+(H2O)103-105, which absorbs 193 nm light more
strongly (Figure 2c; ∼50.1% photofragment yield). In addition
to the formation of Cu2+(H2O)88-91, two additional distributions
are formed, Cu2+(H2O)74-78 and Cu2+(H2O)61-64. These distributions correspond to the loss of an average of 13.4, 26.9, and
40.4 water molecules from the precursor distribution as a result
of the absorption of 1, 2, and 3 UV photons, respectively. From
these data, an average of 13.38 ( 0.02, 13.50 ( 0.03, and 13.49
( 0.03 water molecules are lost from Cu2+(H2O)100-105,
Cu2+(H2O)88-91, and Cu2+(H2O)74-78, respectively. If two photons were absorbed by Cu2+(H2O)100-105 simultaneously or near
simultaneously to form Cu2+(H2O)74-78 (or three to form
Cu2+(H2O)61-64), then the activated Cu2+(H2O)100-105 should be
at a higher effective cluster temperature than that if only one
photon was absorbed. More ERTV partitions into the products at
higher cluster effective temperatures. If multiple photons are
absorbed prior to significant dissociation, the average number
of water molecules lost per photon absorbed will be less than
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Figure 2. A 1 s ensemble 193 nm photodissociation mass spectra
of isolated M(H2O)103-1052+, for M ) (a) Co, (b) Fe, and (c) Cu.
Peaks corresponding to M(H2O)n2+ are labeled by n. Symbols
indicate Co2SO4(H2O)n2+(/), electronic noise (†), CuOH(H2O)n+ (#),
Cu2SO4(H2O)942+ ()), and H+(H2O)53 (‡).

that if each photon is absorbed sequentially. Because the number
of water molecules lost from each distribution is nearly identical,
we conclude that the photons are absorbed by each sequential
distribution, and multiphoton absorption by the original precursor is negligible.
Effects of Photon Energy and Cluster Size. The average
number of water molecules lost for M2+(H2O)n (M ) Co, Fe,
Cu, Mn, and CeNO3; 〈n〉 between ∼24 and 131) at 248 and
193 nm as a function of the average precursor cluster size is
shown in Figure 3. Absorption of a single 6.4 eV photon results
in a greater number of water molecules lost (〈x〉 ≈ 11-14 for
〈n〉 between 24 and 131) than absorption of a single 5.0 eV
photon (〈x〉 ≈ 8-10 for 〈n〉 between 24 and 124) by at least
two water molecules for 〈n〉 greater than ∼30. The extent of
water loss also depends significantly on the precursor cluster
size. For example, an average of 8.57 and 10.69 water molecules
is lost from Fe(H2O)242+ and Fe(H2O)∼1242+, respectively, when
a single 248 nm photon is absorbed. Fewer water molecules
are lost at the smaller cluster sizes because water molecule
binding energies and ERTV values increase with decreasing
cluster size. For larger clusters, these effects depend less strongly
on size, and thus, the average number of water molecules lost
also depends less on size. There is no evidence of ion
fluorescence or formation of long-lived electronic excited states
at any cluster size at either excitation wavelength.
Irradiation Time and Kinetic Shift Effects. Because of the
low-photon absorption efficiency for most of the ions (with the
exception of Cu2+(H2O)n at 193 nm), relatively long irradiation
times are required to observe photodissociation products under
these conditions. During laser irradiation, both the precursors
and the photofragment products will undergo dissociation as a
result of BIRD. To the extent that the product and precursor
ion distributions dissociate at the same rate, 〈x〉 will reflect the
average number of water molecules lost due to photon absorption alone. This should be increasingly true for shorter irradiation
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Figure 3. Average number of water molecules lost as a result of
absorption of a 193 nm (6.4 eV) photon by M(H2O)n2+, M ) Co (O),
Mn (∆), Fe ()), and Cu (×), and absorption of a 248 nm (5.0 eV)
photon by M(H2O)n2+, M ) Fe(() and CeNO3 (∇), as a function of
the average ensemble precursor cluster size. UV irradiation times vary
from 0.5 to 5 s. Error bars indicate the propagated uncertainty from
the noise in each mass spectrum.

Figure 4. Average number of water molecules lost from hydrated Co2+
clusters upon absorption of a 193 nm photon as a function of the average
precursor cluster size (〈n〉) using an irradiation time of 0.5 (∆), 1 (O),
3 ()), and 5 (∇) s.

times and for larger clusters for which the BIRD rate constants
do not depend strongly on size over a relatively small range in
cluster sizes. To investigate the effects of BIRD on the average
number of water molecules lost, 193 nm photodissociation data
for Co(H2O)n2+ was acquired using irradiation times of 0.5, 1,
3, and 5 s (Figure 4). The average number of water molecules
lost does not depend significantly on irradiation time (within
0.1 water molecules), indicating that the BIRD rates of the
precursor and UV photofragments are sufficiently similar that
this BIRD correction method is adequate.
For a fixed amount of internal energy deposited, the time
required for water molecule evaporation to occur will increase
with increasing cluster size, owing to the greater number of
degrees of freedom. If dissociation is slow relative to the
experimental time scale, there will be a kinetic shift. To test
for a kinetic shift in these experiments, Fe2+(H2O)124-126 was
irradiated for 1 s with 248 nm light, and ions were detected
after a delay of 50 ms to 1 s. An average number of 10.7, 10.6,
10.8, and 10.5 water molecules were lost (BIRD corrected) with
a delay of 50, 250, 500, and 1000 ms, respectively. Irradiation
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of Co2+(H2O)133-135 results in an average of 13.8 and 13.7 water
molecules lost at 50 ms and 0.5 s, respectively. These results
indicate that any effects of a kinetic shift for clusters with n e
∼135 are negligible for delay times of 50 ms or longer, and in
this work, a delay of 50 ms between the end of ion irradiation
and ion detection is used for all other photodissociation
experiments.
Metal Ion Identity. Although the metal ion can significantly
affect the UV absorption cross sections (Figure 2), there is a
much smaller effect of metal ion identity on the extent of water
molecule loss for a given cluster size. For example, upon 193
nm photon absorption by M2+(H2O)36, M ) Co, Fe, Mn, and
Cu, an average of 12.43, 12.23, 12.10, and 11.75 water
molecules is lost, respectively (Figure 3). For M ) Cu and Co,
this corresponds to a difference of (6.41 eV/11.75) - (6.41
eV/12.43) ) 0.03 eV per water molecule lost, that is, each water
molecule lost from Cu2+(H2O)36 removes an average of 0.03
eV more energy than that from Co2+(H2O)36.
To investigate why a slightly different number of water
molecules is lost from Co compared to Cu, BIRD rate constants,
which are very sensitive to En,n-1 values, were measured (Figure
5). The extent of BIRD depends on En,n-1, the infrared radiative
absorption and emission rates of the cluster, and the number of
water molecules at the surface of the cluster that can be lost
(degeneracy factor). The kinetic data at 133 K for M2+(H2O)35
and M2+(H2O)16 (M ) Co and Cu) are shown in Figure 5a.
The larger cluster dissociates more rapidly than the smaller
cluster predominantly because of greater radiative absorption
rates, although slightly decreasing binding energies with increasing cluster sizes may also contribute to this effect. If for a
given cluster size the radiative absorption and emission rates
and degeneracy factors are similar for different metal ions, then
any differences in the BIRD rates should largely be due to
differences in En,n-1 values. The measured kBIRD values for
M2+(H2O)16 are 0.112 ( 0.005 and 0.123 ( 0.003 s-1 for Cu
and Co, respectively, suggesting that the binding energy of water
to Cu2+(H2O)16 may be slightly higher than that for Co2+(H2O)16,
but this difference is negligible for M2+(H2O)36. A linear
regression analysis of the dehydration rate constants as a
function of cluster size (Figure 5b) results in slopes of 0.018 (
0.001 and 0.016 ( 0.001 s-1 for Cu and Co, respectively. To
investigate the effect of binding energies when many water
molecules are lost, such as when a 193 nm photon is absorbed,
each sequential dehydration rate constant from n to n - 12 was
summed, and these values as a function of n are shown in Figure
5c. These summed values for Cu are greater than that of Co
(by an average of 0.30 s-1 for n ) 26-42). These results suggest
that, on average, Cu2+(H2O)n may have slightly lower water
molecule binding energies over this range of cluster sizes (n )
15-65). However, in the UV photodissociation experiments,
the Cu-containing clusters lose slightly fewer water molecules
than the Co-containing clusters for n < ∼44, which indicates
that the Cu-containing clusters have slightly higher En,n-1 values
on average.
This apparent discrepancy, which is very subtle, can be
explained by two effects; (1) the Cu- containing clusters have
higher infrared absorption cross sections, as is the case at 193
nm, or a slightly higher degeneracy factor, which would lead
to larger BIRD rate constants. (2) Alternatively, upon absorption
of a UV photon, slightly less energy (<1 kcal/mol) could
partition into the translations and rotations of the products for
the Co-containing clusters if the water molecules are lost from
clusters with lower effective temperatures, which could occur
if internal conversion of electronic-to-vibrational energy is slow
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Figure 6. Calculated energy deposited (in eV) obtained from the
average number of water molecules lost upon absorption of a 193 or
238 nm photon by M2+(H2O)n (markers the same as those in Figure
3), the binding energies of the water molecules lost (calculated using
the TLDM), and the energy partitioning model (see Calculations section)
as a function of the average precursor clusters size.

Figure 5. (a) BIRD dissociation kinetics for M2+(H2O)n (M ) Co
(O) and Cu (×), n ) 16 and 35), (b) dehydration rate constants as a
function n, and (c) the sum of the dehydration rate constants from n to
n - 12 as a function of n.

compared to the loss of the first water molecule. The effect of
metal ion identity on the number of water molecules lost is very
subtle at small cluster sizes and becomes negligible at larger
cluster sizes (n > ∼44). These results are consistent with electron
capture experiments with hydrated divalent and trivalent metal
ions which indicate that for smaller clusters with large recombination energies, the rate of ion dissociation, at least for some
of the initial water molecules lost, can be competitive with the
rate of conversion from electronic-to-vibrational energy, that

is, nonergodic dissociation, whereas for larger clusters, the rate
of energy conversion occurs much faster than the rate of water
molecule loss.52,55
The sum of the dehydration rate constants from n to n - 12
increases nearly monotonically as a function of cluster size from
n ) 26 to 35, slightly plateaus from n ) 35 to 37, and continues
to increase with increasing size for n > 37. The deviation in the
monotonically increasing values is similar to the data in Figure
3 for Co, in which the average water molecules lost increases
sharply and nearly monotonically from 11.2 to 12.6 for n )
29-33, decreases slightly to 12.3 at n ) 37, and monotonically
increases again with increasing size. The slight change in the
average binding energies that results in this “bump” feature in
both the BIRD and photodissociation data could arise from a
structural transition, such as the onset of a third solvent shell
or a transition to a larger ion coordination number with
increasing cluster size.
Fe was the only hydrated divalent metal ion of the 3d
transition-metal ions (of M ) Mn-Zn) that absorbed 248 nm
photons strongly enough to observe photodissociation under
these conditions. To investigate effects of metal ion identity at
248 nm, the average number of water molecules lost upon
absorption at 248 nm by CeNO32+(H2O)n (n ) 32 and 25) was
investigated. The Fe2+- and CeNO32+-containing water clusters
both lose essentially the same number of water molecules at a
given cluster size (Figure 3), indicating that the ion identity
has only a subtle effect.
Evaluation of Energy Deposition Model. The energy
deposited into a hydrated ion can be determined from the
average number of water molecules lost, the sum of the threshold
binding energies, and the sum of the ERTV values for each
sequential water molecule lost.50,52 The TLDM44 is used to
calculate threshold binding energies to larger clusters for which
experimental data is not available, and a statistical model61 is
used to determine the energy partitioning. To evaluate the
accuracy with which the energy deposited upon ion activation
can be obtained from these models, the energy deposited into
the clusters is calculated from the number of water molecules
lost and is compared to the known photon energies in Figure 6.
In general, the energy deposition values obtained by modeling
the experimental data are nearly constant over a wide range of
cluster sizes (for n > 40) for both photon energies (Figure 6),
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Figure 7. Calculated cluster effective temperatures (open symbols,
left axis) and energy released into the translations (Trans.) and rotations
(Rots.) of the products (closed symbols, right axis) upon absorption of
a 193 nm photon by Co2+(H2O)30 and Co2+(H2O)130 as a function of
the number of water molecules lost. Horizontal line indicates the initial
temperature of the precursor clusters.

whereas the average number of water molecules lost increases
substantially over this same size range (Figure 3). The values
obtained by modeling the measured water molecule loss are,
on average, 0.41 ( 0.13 eV and 0.38 ( 0.05 eV lower than the
energy of the absorbed photons (6.4 and 5.0 eV, respectively).
Thus, the values obtained using the TLDM and energy
partitioning model underestimate the actual energy deposited
by 6.5 and 7.7% for absorption of a 6.4 and 5.0 eV photon,
respectively. The deviation between the calculated values and
actual energy deposited for each photon energy is small, and
the calculated values are nearly constant over a wide range of
cluster sizes. Because the ERTV values depend strongly on cluster
size and photon energy, these data indicate that the dominant
source of the systematic error in the combined models is likely
a direct result of the calculated threshold binding energy values
obtained from the TLDM being lower than the actual values.
Effective Temperatures and Kinetic Energy Release. The
effective temperature of the cluster depends upon the initial
energy deposited into the ion, the cluster size, and the number
of water molecules lost. For example, the calculated cluster
effective temperatures of Co2+(H2O)30 and Co2+(H2O)130 increase
to 640 and 280 K (from an initial temperature of 133 K),
respectively, upon absorption of a 193 nm photon (Figure 7).
Sequential water molecule loss reduces the cluster effective
temperature to near the initial ion temperature. Because the
energy deposition is the same (6.4 eV), the larger ion is heated
to a lower temperature because the deposited energy is spread
over many more degrees of freedom. The average energy that
partitions into the products for each sequential water molecule
lost, (5/2)kT*, is plotted on the right axis as a function of the
number of water molecules lost. More energy partitions into
translations and rotations for the smaller cluster because the
water molecules are lost from clusters with higher effective
temperatures.
Average Binding Enthalpies from UV Photodissociation
Data and the ERTV Model. The average ensemble sequential
water molecule binding enthalpies to M2+(H2O)n (〈∆Hn,n-1〉),
obtained from the UV photodissociation data and ERTV model,
as a function of the average cluster size for each water molecule
that is lost (〈n〉 - 〈x〉/2 ) ∼19-124) are shown in Figure 8.
The average ensemble water molecule binding enthalpies
decrease from 11.6 kcal/mol for an average cluster size of ∼19

Figure 8. Average ensemble sequential binding enthalpies (〈∆Hn,n-1〉)
measured for M2+(H2O)n (M ) Co, Fe, Mn, Cu, and CeNO3; 〈n〉 〈x〉/2 ) ∼18-125) obtained from UV photodissociation experiments
at 193 and 248 nm (see legend) as a function the average cluster size
(〈n〉 - 〈x〉/2), compared to sequential binding enthalpies from highpressure mass spectrometry (HPMS),27,36 blackbody infrared radiative
dissociation (BIRD),28-30 and threshold collision-induced dissociation
(TCID)31-34 as a function of n. Data is shown for enthalpy values from
(a) 7 to 50 kcal/mol and (b) 7 to 14 kcal/mol. The size range of previous
measurements (HPMS, BIRD, and TCID) and that of the current work
are indicated in the inset of (a). The horizontal line indicates the bulk
heat of vaporization at 298 K.

to an average value of 10.3 ( 0.1 kcal/mol that is essentially
constant for clusters with more than ∼40 water molecules. The
binding enthalpies level off to a value that is just slightly lower
than the bulk heat of vaporization (10.5 kcal/mol at 298 K) at
large sizes,45,62,63 indicating that water-water interactions, as
opposed to ion-water interactions, dominate the binding energy
of the surface water molecules in the larger clusters.
For comparison, sequential water molecule binding enthalpy
values (∆Hn,n-1) to divalent ions measured using HPMS,27,36
BIRD,28-30 and TCID31-34 as a function of n are included (for
n up to 14 in Figure 8). The values obtained from the UV
photodissociation measurements (average clusters sizes from
∼19 to 124) are in excellent agreement with the trend in values
from HPMS, BIRD, and TCID for M2+(H2O)n (n up to 14).
The average ensemble enthalpy values obtained from either 248
or 193 nm agree with each other to within 0.5 kcal/mol. We
estimate the absolute uncertainty in our sequential average
ensemble binding enthalpy values to be (1 kcal/mol,64 which
is comparable to the uncertainty reported for the other thermochemical methods27-34 for obtaining sequential binding enthalpies at smaller cluster sizes. This method has the advantage
that these measurements can be readily made on very large
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clusters (well past three solvent shells) and complements the
traditional thermochemical methods27-34 that have been used
to measure the binding enthalpies of water molecules in the
first and second hydration shells (see inset, Figure 8a).
The values obtained for the divalent ions here are in good
agreement with, but slightly higher than, those reported by
Castleman and co-workers25 for H+(H2O)n (n up to 28). For
example, the average water molecule binding energy values to
Fe2+(H2O)n obtained from the UV photodissociation experiments
for average cluster sizes of ∼19.6 and 29.0 water molecules
are 11.1 and 10.0 kcal/mol, respectively, whereas for H+(H2O)n,
the binding energy values obtained from metastable decay
experiments25 are 10.8 and 9.3 kcal/mol for the n ) 20 and 28
clusters, respectively. However, the sequential water molecule
binding energy values for H+(H2O)n obtained from collisioninduced dissociation experiments26 in a triple-quadrupole mass
spectrometer are significantly lower (En,n-1 values of 7.0 and
8.2 kcal/mol for n ) 20 and 28, respectively) than the values
obtained from either the UV photodissociation or from the
metastable decay measurements. At these relatively large cluster
sizes, the metal ion charge state should have only a minimal
effect on the water molecule binding energies.
The ions in the FT/ICR cell may have a temperature that is
somewhat higher than that of the surrounding copper jacket,
owing to absorption of photons originating from outside of the
copper jacket and from heat transfer along electrical connections
to the cell plates. The average sequential water molecule binding
enthalpy determined from the 193 nm photodissociation data
for Co(H2O)262+ assuming an initial ion temperature of 133 or
191 K is 10.8 or 10.6 kcal/mol, respectively. For an average
cluster size of ∼124 water molecules, values for the average
sequential water molecule binding enthalpy of 10.2 and 10.0
kcal/mol are obtained for 133 and 191 K, respectively. Thus,
the actual initial ion temperature only slightly affects the values
obtained for the average sequential water molecule binding
enthalpies from this method and should not be a significant
source of uncertainty.
Cluster Temperature Effects Upon Photon Absorption.
The effective temperatures of the clusters after absorption of a
UV photon depend strongly on the cluster size and can be quite
high prior to water loss (Figure 7). The average effective
temperatures of the clusters during the evaporation process,
calculated by averaging the cluster temperature for each water
molecule lost, is plotted as a function of the average cluster
size (〈n〉 - 〈x〉/2) in Figure 9a. For example, when Co2+(H2O)30
absorbs a 193 nm photon, its effective temperature prior to any
water loss is 640 K, but the average effective temperature is
∼440 K for all water molecules lost (Figures 9a and 7). For
cluster sizes from ∼40 to 125 water molecules, the average
sequential binding enthalpies are essentially constant (10.3 (
0.1 kcal/mol), whereas the average effective temperatures of
each cluster formed as a result of water molecule loss upon
photon absorption decrease from ∼360 to 230 K and ∼330 to
220 K for 193 and 248 nm photon absorption, respectively
(Figure 9).
Although the initial cluster temperature (133 K) is substantially lower than the melting point of pure hexagonal ice (273
K), the ∆Hn,n-1 values obtained from these experiments are
closer to the heat of water vaporization (10.5-10.7 kcal/mol
for T ) 293-273 K)45 than the bulk heat of ice sublimation
(12.2 kcal/mol),63 which is significantly larger. Moreover, there
does not appear to be a significant trend in the ∆Hn,n-1 values
with cluster size or photon energy even though both factors
significantly affect the average cluster effective temperatures
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Figure 9. (a) Average of the calculated effective temperatures of each
cluster formed upon sequential water molecule loss at 193 and 248
nm and (b) average ensemble sequential binding enthalpies (〈∆Hn,n-1〉)
measured for M2+(H2O)n (M ) Co, Fe, Mn, Cu, and CeNO3; 〈n〉 〈x〉/2 ) ∼18-125) obtained from UV photodissociation experiments
at 193 and 248 nm (same ion markers as those in Figure 3) as a function
the average cluster size (〈n〉 - 〈x〉/2). The labeled horizontal lines
indicate the melting point of bulk water (Tmelt(H2O)), the initial cluster
temperature (Tinitial), the 298 K bulk heat of vaporization (Bulk
Vaporization), and the 273 K bulk heat of sublimation (Bulk Sublimation). Vertical gray lines indicate the cluster size at which the average
cluster effective temperature is equal to the melting point of bulk water.
Effective temperatures are fit with power functions as a guide.

at which water molecules are lost (Figure 9a). These clusters
may be more like bulk liquid water as a result of melting point
depression, such as that recently reported for (H2O)n-, for n )
48 and 118, in which a melting transition for these clusters was
reported at temperatures of 93 and 118 K, respectively.42 Ion
impurities in water clusters can pattern water at relatively long
distances,65 which disrupts the water network relative to a pure
water cluster. Because these clusters are formed by solvent
evaporation from electrospray droplets,38,66 rapid evaporative
cooling may kinetically trap these clusters into structures that
are more like bulk liquid water than ice. These data also indicate
that the cluster structures do not significantly change when
rapidly heated for a short amount of time, that is, sequential
water molecule loss rapidly cools the cluster after photon
absorption and before any large-scale structural rearrangements
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Figure 10. Average ensemble sequential binding enthalpies measured
for M2+(H2O)n (M ) Co, Fe, Mn, Cu, and CeNO3; 〈n〉 - 〈x〉/2 )
∼19-124) obtained from UV photodissociation experiments at 193
and 248 nm (same ion markers as those in Figure 3) as a function the
average cluster size (〈n〉 - 〈x〉/2). Values for sequential water molecule
binding enthalpies to M(H2O)n2+, calculated using the discrete implementation of the TLDM,44 the TLDM without surface tension
(TLDM-ST), the TLDM modified to include an additional ion-dipole
term (Dipole TLDM)68 parametrized to 298 K, the TLDM parametrized
to 273 K (TLDM 273 K),44 and the liquid drop expansion model (Drop
Expansion),48 are plotted as a function of n. Error bars represent
uncertainty in the average number of water molecules lost propagated
from the noise in the corresponding mass spectra.

or phase transitions that are significant enough to alter the
measured water binding enthalpies occur.
Comparison of Liquid Drop Models to Experimental
Data. Various implementations of the TLDM have been used
to calculate the binding enthalpies (and energies) to large ionic
water clusters for a variety of applications.44,48,59,67,68 Sequential
water molecule binding enthalpies obtained from the TLDM
include a cluster charging term, a surface tension term, and a
bulk binding enthalpy term. ∆Hn,n-1 values calculated using the
TLDM44 are plotted in Figure 10 as a function of n (solid line
labeled TLDM). The charging term, which increases ∆Hn,n-1
versus the bulk value, is a result of the difference in enthalpy
of charging two dielectric spheres that are about the size of the
n and n - 1 clusters, where the cluster sizes are obtained from
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the density of bulk water. The surface enthalpy term decreases
the binding enthalpy value as a result of the slightly lower
surface energy of the n - 1 cluster, and omitting this term results
in higher values (TLDM-ST; Figure 10). The temperature
slightly affects the values obtained from the TLDM; using values
for bulk water at 298 versus 273 K increases ∆Hn,n-1 by ∼0.1
kcal/mol at larger cluster sizes.
Other modified TLDMs have been reported.48,68 Yu introduced a new ion-dipole term to the TLDM, which included
the energy of the ion-dipole interaction between the cluster
and the water molecule (Dipole TLDM).68 Values obtained with
this model are significantly higher because this model includes
additional energy that is already accounted for by the TLDM.44
More recently, the Thomson equation has been used to calculate
binding energies of protonated water clusters (1+ drop expansion model in Table 1).48 In this implementation of the model
(called drop expansion), sequential water molecule En,n-1 values
are approximated as being equal to ∆Gn,n-1 values that are
calculated using the continuous TLDM59 with parameters for
bulk water at 273 K and a bulk binding energy value of 0.49
eV (y-axis offset value). Sequential water binding enthalpy
values obtained for divalent ions from the drop expansion model
are nearly 2 kcal/mol higher than the values obtained from the
TLDM because the value used for the bulk binding energy term
(11.9 kcal/mol) is too large (Figure 10).
Although the binding energy values calculated using the
TLDM parametrized using bulk values at either 298 or 273 K
agree with the experimental data better than the values calculated
using the other models, these values are still ∼0.5 kcal/mol
lower than the experimental values at the larger cluster sizes
(Figure 10; Table 1). Values obtained using the TLDM-ST
are in better agreement with the experimentally measured values
than those from the other models that overestimate binding
enthalpy values but are higher than the experimental data by
an average of 0.9 kcal/mol. Best fits of the y-axis offset value
for the TLDM (both temperatures, Figure 10) and the TLDM-ST
(data not shown) result in a better fit for the TLDM (∆AD )
0.2, for 298 and 273 K parameters) than those for the
TLDM-ST (∆AD ) 0.3). These data indicate that the TLDM
fits the shape of experimental data better than the TLDM-ST.
The TLDM fits the relative size-dependent trend in the data
well but is systematically too low. To determine the best
effective binding enthalpy term to be used in the TLDM (i.e.,
the y-axis offset) for clusters in this size range, the deviation
between the values obtained from the TLDM and the experimental values were minimized, resulting in an effective enthalpy

TABLE 1: Average Absolute Deviation (∆AD) between Values Calculated with Various Liquid Drop Models and the
Experimental Values Obtained from UV Photodissociation Experiments and Best Fit of the y-Axis Offset for TLDM and
TLDM-ST to Experimental Dataa
model

∆AD (kcal/mol)

TLDMb
TLDM 273 Kc
TLDM-STd
Dip. TLDMe
1+ Drop Exp.f
2+ Drop Exp.g
TLDM fit
TLDM 273 K fit
TLDM-ST fit

0.5(2)
0.5(3)
0.9(4)
2.4(1.1)
0.7(3)
1.3(3)
0.2(2)
0.2(2)
0.3(2)

∆Hn,n-1 (kcal/mol)h
354.44[(n - 1)-1/3 - n-1/3] + 7.68[(n
344.03[(n - 1)-1/3 - n-1/3] + 8.04[(n
354.44[(n - 1)-1/3 - n-1/3] + 10.54
≈ 204.62n-1.25 + 10.33i
-3.38n-1/3 + 28.83n-4/3 + 11.89
-3.38n-1/3 +115.30n-4/3 + 11.89
354.44[(n - 1)-1/3 - n-1/3] + 7.68[(n
344.03[(n - 1)-1/3 - n-1/3] + 8.04[(n
354.44[(n - 1)-1/3 - n-1/3] + 9.64

- 1)2/3 - n2/3] + 10.54
- 1)2/3 - n2/3] + 10.69

- 1)2/3 - n2/3] + 11.08
- 1)2/3 - n2/3] + 11.17

a
All models are for hydrated divalent ions, unless indicated otherwise. b Discrete implementation of the TLDM parametrized with properties
from bulk water at 298 K.44 c TLDM using bulk water parameters at 273.16 K. d Discrete implementation of the TLDM (298 K parameters)
without the surface tension term. e Discrete implementation of the TLDM with the ion-dipole term included (298 K parameters).68 f Liquid
droplet model expansion (Drop Exp.) equation for a monovalent cluster.48 g Drop Exp. for a divalent cluster.48 h Can convert to binding energy
values using eq 4. i Equation approximated from a power fit to enthalpy values calculated using Dip. TLDM.
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value of 11.17 kcal/mol using parameters for liquid water at
273 K. This effective enthalpy for clusters this size may account
for other uncertainties in the model, or it may indicate that the
clusters have some partial ice-like structures.
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Conclusions
Water binding enthalpies to clusters containing divalent metal
ions and up to 124 water molecules were measured by
dissociating trapped thermal ions with UV radiation at 248 and
193 nm. These measurements complement more conventional
thermochemical methods that have been used to measure water
molecule binding energies to smaller clusters, and these UV
photodissocation measurements can be made with comparable
accuracy. The binding energies decrease with increasing cluster
size for the smaller clusters, but there is a discontinuity of ∼34
water molecules for Co2+, which is reproduced by the summed
BIRD kinetic data for these clusters, which may be due to a
structural transition between a second and third hydration shell
when many water molecules are lost. The average binding
enthalpies for all ions reach a nearly constant value of ∼10.4
kcal/mol for clusters with more than 40 water molecules, a value
that is within 1% of the bulk heat of vaporization of water. No
evidence for phase transitions, fluorescence, or long-lived
excited states was observed. These results indicate that the
structure of water in these clusters may be more like that of
bulk liquid water than ice, a result that could be due to freezing
point depression or kinetic trapping owing to fast evaporative
cooling of the initial droplets.
These experimental data follow the trends indicated by the
TLDM using parameters for liquid water near 0 °C, but modeled
values are lower than the experimental values by an average of
∼0.5 kcal/mol. Other models show even larger deviations from
the experimental data. These data were fit with a semiempirical
equation, which makes it possible to obtain sequential binding
enthalpies to large clusters with higher accuracy. This UV
photodissociation method can be used to calibrate ion nanocalorimetry data, such as recombination energies of electrons
with extensively hydrated ions, which should make it possible
to obtain highly accurate thermochemical values, including
absolute solution-phase reduction potentials, entirely from
experimental data with no modeling.
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